A bioeconomic model of a fishery subject to stock uncertainty and price uncertainty is developed. With a linear control model, the optimal harvest policy is a bang-bang approach to the optimal stock level, where one harvests either at minimum or full capacity. It is assumed that changing the harvest rate is subject to a switching cost. In this case it is shown that there are two switching curves in stock-price space, one for entering and one for leaving the fishery. Numerical methods are used to characterise the optimal switching policy for the fishery. r
Introduction
Over the last couple of decades there has been an increase in the application of stochastic bioeconomic models in the literature with prices, biological parameters, etc. fluctuating according to stochastic processes. Whereas the literature contains numerous studies of the management of natural resources under some kind of uncertainty, most of them only analyse how one source of uncertainty influences the bioeconomic model. Few studies consider the effects on optimal management of several sources of uncertainty that simultaneously affect different parts of the bioeconomic model.
The purpose of this study is to analyse how uncertainty in stock growth and price influence the optimal harvest of fish. I build the model on the well-known deterministic linear-control model presented by Clark and Munro [4] . The solution to the Clark-Munro model is a most rapid approach path (MRAP) to the optimal stock level. When the stock reaches the critical level, harvest is set at some interior value, which maintains the optimal stock level (steady state). Uncertainty is incorporated into the model by letting price and stockrecruitment evolve according to known stochastic processes. The Clark-Munro model is further extended through the introduction of fleet switching costs. It seems reasonable to assume that increasing and decreasing the harvest rate incur certain costs. A lump-sum switching cost of changing the harvest rate is therefore assumed. It will be shown that the optimal harvest is either to harvest at minimum or full capacity. While it is not possible to find a closed form solution to the optimisation problem, numerical methods can be used to approximate the solution. These will be used to characterise the optimal policy, which is defined by regimeswitching curves in stock-price space; one for activating the fishing fleet and one for withdrawing the fleet from the fishery.
Of related work, Clarke and Reed [5] and Reed and Clarke [14] introduced price and growth uncertainty in a forest harvest model, modelling the price process as geometric Brownian motion and assuming stock growth to be age or size dependent. Brennan and Schwartz [2] present a model where a project, a mine is used as an example, can operate in two modes; active or passive. There is one output, and the output price fluctuates according to a known stochastic process. The payoff from the project depends on the current output price and on the choice of output rate. Switching between the active and the passive modes is done at a fixed cost. Brennan and Schwartz are able to derive expressions for the value of the project. They also consider optimal management of the mine. Dixit's [6] study of entry and exit decisions under uncertainty builds on the analysis in Brennan and Schwartz [2] . Dixit makes several simplifications to the Brennan and Scwartz model, such as assuming a fixed production rate in the active state. This allows him to derive analytical results. In a recent work, Lumley and Zervos [12] analyse optimal investment in a non-renewable natural resource industry subject to switching costs.
The theory on real options has been developed over the past two decades. The real option theory involves treating investment projects as options to invest, while the investment projects can be anything from job search or whether to open a factory, to the exploitation of natural resources. Financial economics offer techniques to price options and to determine optimal exercise time or state. The real options approach is therefore a convenient way to analyse investment projects and is especially valuable when analysing projects involving uncertainty. The literature on real options contains many examples of optimal switching models. Dixit and Pindyck [7] give a good introduction to real options and they present several models of optimal switching. Other examples of optimal switching models can be found in Trigeorgis [16] , and in the recent collection of Schwartz and Trigeorgis [15] .
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The next section specifies the bioeconomic model. The numerical analysis, where the optimal policy is characterised, is presented in Section 3. A summary and conclusions are presented in Section 4.
Model specification
Let the fish stock at instant t be denoted by X ¼ X ðtÞ, where time is continuous with 14tX0. Instantaneous harvest from the stock, the harvest rate, is denoted by Y ¼ Y ðtÞ. There is an upper limit to how much the fishing fleet can harvest at every instant of time given by the maximum harvest rate Y max . We therefore have Y max XY X0. Assume the dynamics of the resource stock X is given by
where F ðX Þ is a strictly concave growth function, with F ð0Þ ¼ F ðKÞ ¼ 0 and where K40 is the carrying capacity of the environment. The term s X X dz X represents the stochastic part of the stock-growth relationship and can be thought of as random environmental fluctuations. s X X is the standard deviation rate, s X 40,
, where eðtÞ is a standard normal, iid, random variable. It follows that zðtÞ is a Wiener process. Clark and Munro [4] explain growth by an equation similar to the deterministic part of Eq. (1).
The price of the resource, P, is assumed to follow a process of geometric Brownian motion (GBM) given by
where mX0 is the drift rate and s P P is the standard deviation rate, s P 40. dz P ¼ eðtÞ ffiffiffiffi ffi dt p is also an increment of a Wiener process. It is further assumed that Efdz X ; dz P g ¼ 0, i.e., we are dealing with a small fishery whose harvest has no affect on the world price, P. A positive drift rate implies that prices are increasing over time, perhaps reflecting a growing demand for fish protein or a decline in stocks, worldwide.
The standard assumption that an agent seeks to maximise the expected present value of net revenues from the fishery over an infinite horizon subject to the dynamic constraints given by Eqs. (1) and (2) 
where r is the discount rate, subject to (1) and (2) . The problem is linear in the control Y. The optimal harvest will therefore, at every instant of time, follow the MRAP toward the optimal stock level. The optimal harvest is consequently either
In the deterministic case (s X ¼ s P ¼ 0) with constant price, the optimal harvest rate is first a bang-bang approach to the optimal stock level, then a constant harvest rate to maintain the optimal steady state. Assume that a switching cost is incurred for any change in harvest rate. The cost of increasing the harvest rate is A 12 and the cost of decreasing the harvest rate is A 21 . This changes the original problem and one might question whether the MRAP solution is still optimal. Let e i and t j , where i ¼ 1; . . . ; n and j ¼ 1; . . . ; m, be the times of increases and decreases in harvest rate, respectively. The net present value of the cost of the n þ m changes in harvest rate must now be subtracted from the expression given by Eq. (3). The control problem is nevertheless still linear in harvest and is therefore maximised by the MRAP solution. Any approach other than bang-bang lowers the expected discounted value of net revenues. This implies that as long as it is optimal to vary the harvest rate at all, it is optimal to switch between zero and Y max since the cost of doing so is the same as the cost of switching between interior harvest rates (Y max 4Y 40). Hence, the MRAP solution maximises the expected value of the fishery subject to switching costs if the MRAP solution is also better than harvesting at a constant harvest rate at all times. This is investigated next.
Let the fishery be partially open at all times with a fixed harvest rate of mY max (14m40). By choosing this strategy switching costs are avoided. The corresponding stochastic control problem can be expressed as
where dX ¼ ½F ðX Þ À mY max dt þ s X X dz X , while dP as before is given by Eq. (2). The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for the problem stated in Eq. (4) is
The maximum condition for the problem is qfÁg=qm ¼ ðP À cðX Þ À V X ÞY max ¼ 0, and the supremum cannot be reached for any value of m. This implies that the optimal solution to the profit maximisation problem is a bang-bang solution. The optimal harvest rate is consequently either Y ¼ 0 or Y ¼ Y max and two regimes can be defined; R ¼ 1, inactive, and R ¼ 2, active (harvesting at the rate Y ¼ Y max ).
Brekke and Øksendal [1] characterise the solution of a switching model, which encompasses the current one. Using stochastic calculus, they derive conditions for the optimal solution to the problem and prove the existence of a solution. The optimal value function V ðX ; P; RÞ for the fisheries management problem must satisfy 2 rV ðX ; P; RÞXpðX ; P; RÞ þ ½F ðX Þ À Y V X ðX ; P; RÞ þ mPV P ðX ; P; RÞ þ 0:5s 2 X X 2 V XX ðX ; P; RÞ þ 0:5s 2 P P 2 V PP ðX ; P; RÞ ð 5Þ
and the condition V ðX ; P; RÞXV ðX ; P; iÞ À A Ri ; Rai,
where R 2 f1; 2g is regime, and pðX ; P; RÞ ¼ ½P À cðX ÞY max ðR À 1Þ is the flow of net revenues per unit of time from harvesting the stock in regimes 1 and 2. The left-hand side of Eq. (5) is the fishery's opportunity cost in regime R, while the right-hand side, which gives the sum of instantaneous net revenues and value gain from changes in price and stock, is the return rate in regime R. The condition given by Eq. (6) states that the value of remaining in regime R must be at least as high as the value of regime switching, given by the value of being in the other regime minus the cost of switching. In addition to the conditions given by Eqs. (5) and (6), the optimal value function must satisfy some regularity conditions, namely the value matching and smooth pasting conditions. These regularity conditions are given by Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively.
V ðX entry ; P entry ; 1Þ ¼ V ðX entry ; P entry ; 2Þ À A 12 ,
V X ðX i ; P i ; 1Þ ¼ V X ðX i ; P i ; 2Þ; for i ¼ fentry; exitg,
The optimal policy can be defined by switching curves in stock-price space. If A 12 40 and/or A 21 40, there are two switching curves in X 2P space; one for entering the fishery (moving from regime 1 to regime 2) and one for leaving the fishery (moving from regime 2 to regime 1). The switching curves are implied by Eqs. (5) and (6) . In regime 1, one is indifferent between entering the fishery and staying inactive if V ðX ; P; 1Þ ¼ V ðX ; P; 2Þ À A 12 . This defines the entry curve. Similarly, in regime 2 one is indifferent between leaving and staying active if V ðX ; P; 2Þ ¼ V ðX ; P; 1Þ À A 21 , which defines the exit curve. Between the two switching curves both harvesting and inactivity can be optimal depending on what one is currently doing; the optimal behaviour is to remain passive. The higher the switching costs, the larger the area between the switching curves and the less frequent would be switches by the fleet. If V ðX ; P; 1Þ4V ðX ; P; 2Þ, inactivity is always optimal, whereas if V ðX ; P; 1ÞoV ðX ; P; 2Þ it is always optimal to harvest. Dixit [6] describes how the presence of uncertainty and switching costs can result in hysteresis, which he defines as ''the failure of an effect to reverse itself as its underlying cause is reversed''. This inertia explains why there are two switching curves in X 2P space and not one as would be the case in a fishery without switching costs. In the next section numerical methods are used to approximate optimal switching curves for the fishery.
Numerical analysis 3
The optimality conditions, along with regularity conditions can be used to numerically approximate the optimal switching curves for our problem. In this section I first study the long-run distribution of biomass when there is no harvesting. Next, optimal switching curves for the fishery are approximated and the optimal management fishery is simulated and characterised.
Before the numerical analysis can be initiated, assumptions must be made about the specific forms of the cost and growth functions and model parameters need to be specified. First, assume a cost per unit of harvest of cðX Þ c=X , a unit cost function, which corresponds to the Schaefer production function with a constant cost of c per unit effort. Second, stock growth is assumed to follow the logistic growth function F ðX Þ ¼ rX ð1 À X =KÞ, where r is the intrinsic growth rate. Parameter values are summarised in Table 1 . Note that the maximum harvest rate is set to Y max ¼ 0:25. This is above the maximum sustainable yield of MSY ¼ ðrKÞ=4 ¼ 0:125 and it is thus impossible to harvest at full capacity at all times without driving the stock to extinction. Assume no drift in the price of fish, i.e., m ¼ 0. For most commercial fish stocks this seems to be a reasonable assumption. The assumption does however not affect the results in any significant way. The same is the case for the assumption of A 12 ¼ A 21 ; the equality is not necessary and does not qualitatively change the results.
The long-run distribution of the pristine stock is found numerically using Eq. (1) with Y ¼ 0, the logistic growth function, and parameter values as presented in Table 1 . Fig. 1 shows the long-run density functions for the base case (s X ¼ 0:3) and for standard deviation rates 0.15 and 0.45. Dixit and Pindyck [7] note that EfX g ¼ Kð1 À s 2 X =ð2rÞÞ. The stock density varies significantly with the value of the standard deviation rate s X . For s X ¼ 0:3, the base case, the vast majority of stock realisations are within the interval 0.15 to 2, where 2 is twice the size of the carrying capacity. The stock can in theory go extinct even in the no-fishing case but the likelihood of this is approximately zero.
Optimal switching curves
Optimal switching curves for the fishery are found using a cubic spline approximation function. A spline can be described as any smooth function that is piecewise polynomial but also smooth where the polynomial pieces connect (see e.g. [11] ). A cubic spline is constructed of piecewise third-order polynomials and produces continuous first and second derivatives. A Matlab procedure based on function approximation and collocation described in Fackler [8] is used to obtain the numerical solution.
The approximate optimal switching curves can be seen in Fig. 2 . The two curves labelled entry and exit are the optimal switching curves in the base case (positive switching costs). The third curve in Fig. 2 case of no switching costs. The continuous state space must be discretised into a finite set of state nodes when approximating the optimal policy and this explains why the curves are not smooth. For X, 100 evenly spaced points on the interval [0,2] are used to make the grid of state nodes. Considering the long-run stock distribution (Fig. 1) , the interval 2XX X0:15 covers virtually every possible stock realisation. The long-run distribution of price, on the other hand, depends on initial price. For P, 100 evenly spaced points on the interval [0,2.5] are chosen when defining the grid of state nodes. Obviously, as price increases, it gets more and more profitable to harvest the stock, everything else being equal (Fig. 2) . The same is true as stock increases since the unit cost of harvesting is decreasing in stock size. Accordingly, it is always optimal to harvest when price is high and stock is high, while inactivity, or no harvest, is optimal if both variables are at low levels. In other cases the switching curves reflect the fact that there are trade offs between getting a high (low) price and having a low (high) stock. The sensitivity of the switching curves to changes in either of the two state variables decreases with the value of the state variable.
The switching curve representing entry into the fishery lies above the exit curve. It follows that there is an area between the two curves where fishing can be optimal or suboptimal, depending on the current regime. This is the band of hysteresis, as described earlier. The distance between the switching curves depends on the switching costs. If there are no switching costs there is only one curve, as can be seen in Fig. 2 . As the switching costs increase, the distance between the curves grows. Eventually, at very high switching costs, there will be no switching curves since no possible realisations of price and stock exist where harvest revenues would make up for the switching costs.
To my best knowledge, this is the first study of optimal switching curves in a fishery with stochastic stock and price.
The optimal management fishery
The long-run consequences of following the optimal switching policy are found by stochastic simulations. The policy given by the base-case switching curves described above are simulated 2000 times over T ¼ 5; 000 time increments, where each time increment is set to dt ¼ 0:001. Initial values of price and stock are 1 and 0.5, respectively. The long-run density of stock is shown in Fig. 3 along with the density of the pristine stock. According to the simulation results, a moratorium is in effect in the fishery most of the time. The average harvest at time increment T shows that a positive harvest rate (Y) is optimal only 45% of the time. The rest of the time the fishery is closed. A different choice of parameter values alters this. Nevertheless, the conclusion that the fishery stays closed a large share of the time does not come as a total surprise. Remember that the maximum harvest rate was set to Y max ¼ 0:25. This is twice the maximum sustainable yield rate of 0.125. As a consequence it takes little time to harvest the stock down from above the entry curve to below the exit curve. It can take considerably more time for the stock to grow back up to a level above the entry curve and as a result, the fishery is closed a large part of the time. What is found is referred to as pulse fishing in the literature (see e.g. [9] ). Pulse fishing has been shown to be optimal in several cases where the control model is linear, i.e., when the cost of increasing capacity in the fishery is linear. If, on the other hand, we were dealing with a nonlinear control problem, pulse-fishing would have been more surprising.
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I set out to approximate optimal switching curves for the fishery and to study the implications of applying the optimal policy, as defined by the switching curves. With this in place, the sensitivity of the solutions to parameter changes can be analysed. This is what I turn to next.
Sensitivity analysis
I start out by evaluating the case analysed in Clark and Munro [4] . Steady-state conditions are easily derived for the deterministic case without switching costs. This case will therefore be used as a benchmark. I also analyse how changes in stock and price volatilities (s i ; i ¼ X ; P) affect the switching curves, how sensitive the curves are to changes in growth rate, and finally, how changes in the maximum harvest rate affect the results.
In the deterministic case with fixed price and no switching costs, there is a steady-state stock level X Ã realised at a certain harvest rate Y Ã 2 ½0; Y max . In steady state, harvest is set at some interior value which maintains the optimal stock level. Steady state stock and harvest rate are given by From the first equation steady-state combinations of stock and price, which can be represented as a curve in stock-price space, can be calculated. This curve is similar to the switching curves shown in Fig. 2 for the stochastic case. If the fishery is not currently in steady state one should, depending on the current state, harvest either at Y max or not at all until steady state is reached. In the deterministic case there will only be one switching curve even if fleet adjustments are subject to switching costs. When one knows everything there is no need to make fleet adjustments after the optimal steady state is reached. One will switch at most once and as a result the switching costs do not change anything.
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From the steady-state relationship we know it is not optimal to harvest at any positive, finite price for stock levels X pðr2rÞK=ð2rÞ. This means that the stock must be above 0.4 in the fishery for there to exist a positive steady-state harvest rate. Further, if price is less than P ¼ c=Kð¼ 0:25Þ fishing is not viable at any stock level X 2 ½0; K. In comparison, it has been established that harvesting in a stochastic setting can be optimal at stock levels well below 0.4 and finite prices (see Fig. 2 ). Similarly, as stock increases it can be optimal for the fleet to stay active even though price is less than 0.25 and stock is 1. The reason is inertia; because of the uncertainty, it is better to keep the fleet active for a while in case things take a better turn than paying the switching cost. The sensitivity of the switching curves with respect to price and stock volatility is presented in Fig. 4 . The degree of volatility does not affect the switching curves much. Note also how the deterministic steady-state curve matches the exit curve at high stock levels, and the entry curve at high price levels.
The growth rate of the stock limits the fishing fleet's harvest. The higher the intrinsic growth rate, the higher the maximum sustainable yield. Fig. 5 shows approximate switching curves for alternative growth rates. The exit curve is fairly insensitive to changes in growth rate. The entry curve, on the other hand, changes with the growth rate-the higher the growth rate, the closer the entry curve is to the exit curve. This means that the fleet is active a larger share of the time when the growth rate is high, other things being equal. This is reasonable since a higher growth rate means a larger stock growth and more fish available in the sea for harvesting. At high stock levels, the growth rate affects the switching curves very little.
So far it has been assumed that we are dealing with a fishing fleet capable of harvesting at a rate twice as high as the maximum sustainable yield rate. In many fisheries, however, the capacity of the fishing fleet is not nearly as high as this and it is therefore interesting to see what happens to the fishery as the maximum harvest rate of the fleet is reduced. New switching curves are approximated for the fishery with maximum harvest rates 0.15 and 0.05, the latter being well below the maximum sustainable harvest rate. Other parameters are as presented in Table 1 . As can be seen in Fig. 6 , a reduction in Y max has little effect on the switching curves for high stock levels (X 40:9). For lower levels of the stock, however, the change is significant and the smaller the maximum harvest rate, the closer the switching curves are to the price axis. The difference in sensitivity between high and low stock levels can be explained by the fact that the value of having a large stock is limited when the maximum harvest rate is small. This is similar to what Hannesson [10] finds in his example of the capelin fishery. In addition, the distance between the entry and exit curves seems to increase with Y max . In a deterministic setting a maximum harvest rate of 0.05 would result in a constant harvest at full capacity for price PX0:60. Simulations of the stochastic fishery (with X 0 ¼ 0:5 and P 0 ¼ 1) show that something similar happens there; the fleet will be active approximately 98% of the time when Y max ¼ 0:05. This corresponds to an average stock of 0.71. Table 2 summarises the sensitivity statistics. The variation in stock level is seen to decrease with the maximum rate of harvest. The difference in long-run average biomass between the cases Y max ¼ 0:15 and 0:25 is relatively small, which makes the fairly large difference in variation noteworthy. A larger maximum harvest rate enables the fleet to faster bring the stock back to its desired level when something changes. We are however dealing with a fleet that harvests either at Y max or not at all, and a large Y max could therefore cause increased volatility in biomass.
Summary and conclusions
In this study it has been shown how entry and exit curves can be computed when both the stock and the price of a natural resource evolve stochastically and when there are costs to changing the harvest rate. The production function, which was used to explain harvesting in the model, is linear in effort. Under the assumption of a constant cost per unit effort, we end up with a linear control problem. When maximising the total present value of net revenues over an infinite horizon, the optimal policy is consequently to harvest at full or at minimum capacity. The optimal policy can be defined by a switching curve in stock-price space. By making the additional assumption that changing the harvest rate is subject to switching costs, it is shown that there exist two curves in stock-price space, one for activating the fleet and one for withdrawing the fleet from the fishery. These curves are numerically approximated and I study the fishery when employing the optimal switching policy. In a deterministic setting, the switch from harvesting at full or minimum capacity to maintaining an optimal stock level (steady state) occurs at most once with price constant. With stock and price uncertainty there is no steady state and it is optimal to switch back and forth between minimum and maximum harvest rates. The dual switching curves are a result of the combination of uncertainty and switching costs in the model.
Based on the initial choice of parameter values, I find that pulse fishing is the optimal behaviour of the fishing fleet and that it is optimal for the fishery to stay closed most of the time. Looking at the sensitivity of the results to parameter changes, that price and stock volatilities do not affect the switching curves much. The maximum harvest rate of the fishing fleet, on the other hand, significantly affects the optimal switching curves. Further, it turns out that one of the effects of having a larger harvesting capacity is a more stable stock, even under ''bang-bang'' harvest policy.
Many fisheries are being harvested by fleets, which also take part in other fisheries. From time to time, when the conditions allow for it, the fleet enters a particular fishery, harvests the stock down, before, once again, moving on to other fisheries. Such fisheries serve to illustrate the relevance of the regime-switching model defined and analysed in this paper. While I study a single fishery and assume lump-sum costs to increasing and decreasing the harvest rate, the resulting optimal behaviour, pulse fishing, is found in many real-world fisheries.
The current analysis can be extended in several ways. First, a fixed capacity is assumed, which is reflected in the constant maximum harvest rate of the fishing fleet. The analysis can be extended by incorporating capacity as a third state variable (c.f. the deterministic model by Clark et al. [3] ). When capital is subject to depreciation, the manager must decide upon an optimal investment policy in addition to the optimal harvest policy. This extension would however increase the complexity of the analysis dramatically. Second, the cost of changing the harvest rate can be assumed to increase with the magnitude of the adjustment made in fishing fleet or harvest rate. This will perhaps give a more accurate depiction of the reality in most fisheries. Another possibility for future research is to apply the model to a real-world fishery.
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